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I thought of dedicating the last editorial of 2015 to the

current economic situation in Russia. However, the

recent words of Zhanna Nemtsova on The Moscow

Times – daughter of Boris Nemtsov, one of the most

outspoken critics of Vladimir Putin who was brutally

assassinated on February 2015 on a bridge near the

Kremlin – made me reconsider my previous concept

and reflect instead on Nemtsova’s words concerning

Russia’s moral decay and rotten politics. Moreover, the

economic outlook is looking particularly cloudy and the

unwillingness of Putin’s administration to address the

structural problems of the Russian economy lead me to

believe that perhaps it is worthier to use the last words

of 2015 to reflect on Russia’s fragile and managed

democracy rather than to attempt to untangle the

puzzles of its economy.

As I sit beside the window looking to the distant yellow-

to-red lights of Petersburg’s night, I find it hard to

believe how a country which shaped some of the most

brilliant and profound human minds of the last centuries

is trapped in this mixture of apathy and silent

indifference, as if life lasted for a thousand years. This

would be biased – as it seems every time these issues

are addressed within Russian national peripheries – if I

wished to play the role of the western supporter, listed

alongside the trenches of “Gayeurope” while whistling

the winds of the west – but I am sorry to inform you that

you will not find here a convinced supporter of the

recent western disastrous foreign policy. However, the

Russian people need to realize that the sharp month

over month rise of prices in retail stores - to which they

have responded insofar by reducing consumption of

food and superfluous products - and the shrinkage of

real wages are phenomena not caused by American

devils; instead, they are a consequence of the

corruptive and inadequate economic model adopted by

the Russian decision-makers – to the same extent as

the Portuguese people needed to understand that the

difficult economic situation experienced during the last

and next few years is a consequence of terrible political

and economic decisions of national decision-makers,

not foreign dark forces (mis)guiding our choices in

terms of public spending. If you do not provide for your

own table hardly others will; as such, it is deceiving to

observe that more than 80 years after having been

coined the expression, there are still out there those

who do not recognize that “there is no such thing as a

free lunch”.

The controlled political system described by Ms.

Nemtsova in which people do not need to think for

themselves and competition is reduced to the minimum

standards was not fundamentally created by Vladimir

Putin; instead, it was massively amplified by the

Russian President, who - better than any other

contemporary politician - knows how to use television

to entirely rule the minds of its people throughout the

country – a fact that is as important as glue to unite a

country as vast as Russia.

Source: theguardian.com, 2015.

However, the absence of proper institutions, a decent

political system with an adequate opposition, and

ultimately, the idea of no real alternatives to the current

system cannot be disconnected from the last 15 years

of Putinism. The first seeds of a practical federal

structure for Russia were placed during the Yeltsin’s

years – a disordered draft we must recognize, but it is a

fact that these were placed and must be reported to the

difficulties of doing it during the era of a post-soviet and

newborn Russia of the early 90s. Yet, during his early

presidency, Vladimir Putin decided, once again, to

revert Russia’s path towards a top-down system, re-

centralizing decisions and using the rule of law to

enforce a corrupted elite to comply with this new

structure, where the Russian President emerged as the

political monopolist.

To this extent, Vladimir Putin just reestablished the

order within the Yeltsin’s chaotic authoritarianism,

which was derived from almost 75 years of the worst

and most toxic form of Communism. And from my point

of view, this is fundamental to understand what

supports the controlled political system described by

Ms. Nemtsova: Russian society systematically

exchanges democracy and pluralism for blind

confidence in the authority – represented in different

forms during the last hundred years – simply because it

lacks the self-confidence to believe in itself to be its

own decision maker. Unfortunately, democracy has

endlessly tumbled at the doors of self-confidence and

trust.

I am not praising the easiness of doing a reform that

would indeed put an enormous and multi-ethnic country

like Russia rolling on a real federal structure; I guess

nobody dares to say it would be an easy task.

(continues on the next page)
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However, to accomplish and live under democracy is

also not an easy undertaking – but that does not mean

that democracy is not worth fighting for. My goal also is

not to defend Boris Yeltsin; I am merely recognizing

that President Putin had a real, concrete opportunity to

drastically change Russia during the last 15 years;

instead, he turned out to be no reformer. Had it not

been for the dividend of high oil prices, the

administration of Vladimir Putin could have been as

disastrous as the administration of Yeltsin. Making a

short estimation with monthly and yearly data, if we

were to divide the last 20 years in the two periods of

each administration, the picture we get is crystal clear:

Yeltsin faced an average of $19 per barrel of oil while

Putin faced an average of $65; the average exchange

rate during the Yeltsin administration years was 10

rubles per dollar while Putin came across an average

of 32 rubles per dollar. This yields an average revenue

per barrel (in rubles) 970% higher during the period of

Putin’s administration, if we compare it to Yeltsin’s –

while prices in rubles only increased by 460% during

the 15 years of Putin in Kremlin. Though it is certain

that technology has evolved and companies may have

invested to cover higher depreciations, Putin’s Russia

is still characterized by the underinvestment in several

strategic sectors and by its highly-depreciated

infrastructures. Living standards and life expectancy

have increased significantly just as people are more

surrounded by new technologies: but a more

materialized Russia is not a better Russia if you still

face the risk of seeing one of the leaders of the

opposition cowardly assassinated as you cross the

bridge near St. Basil’s Cathedral. Neither good is the

perspective of looking back 15 years to realize that the

corruption level places now Russia at the Not Free

category of Freedom House annual classification, or

that simple property rights are still far from being totally

accomplished.

Ultimately, any Russian may ask me who am I to be

talking about the corruption and the hundreds of

billions stolen by those near Kremlin’s silent walls.

Such is a totally legitimate question. I come from a

generation of Portuguese students who only had the

opportunity to react to the tumble of the Portuguese

economy to the hands of financial corruption and

incompetent politics, backed by the same institutions

and capitalism that not only colluded during the global

financial crisis to reach trillions of dollars, but also

helped the Russian oligarchs in the 90s to mug the

Russian state during one of the largest privatization

processes the world has ever witnessed. That is not to

say that I am here to undermine the benefits of private

initiative and competition; my intention is to unveil the

urgency to which money makes us run into the

wonders – and sometimes disasters – of the private

sector; instead, we should not be steered into the

blindness of treating complex processes as banknotes

blowing in the wind. It is fathomable that the Russian

people supported the appointed Vladimir Putin who,

legitimately stopped and reversed the bleeding of

money right at the center of Russia’s heart; what is not

acceptable is the apathy towards the bloody rivers that

since then began to flow right in front of Russia’s eyes

– which leads me to the last point of this longer-than-

expected editorial: there is no point in blaming

capitalism and idealistically believing that we will solve

this equation by moralizing it. Ideological and economic

systems are not accountable for money losses –

people are.

Source: teachufr.org - John Cole, 2015.

Even if we conspire to believe that major political and

economic decisions are taken at an upper level that is

essentially out of the direct control of national

politicians and regulators, we are still liable for paving

their roads with our votes. During these times of

financial hardship, let us remember that our internal

enemies are much more accountable for our losses

than those abstract shadows crossing the streets

outside our windows, in addition to the certainty that

major changes may also be composed of tiny particles.

Perhaps this can keep us away from the Russian

indifference syndrome. So, please do not forget this the

next time you pay your tax bill...

(... and remember that life does not last for a thousand

years).

I wish you all a happy new year; I hope that you keep

moving forward.

Pedro Filipe Rodrigues
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1st China industrial activity, measured by PMI, registered the lowest value of the last three years, 49,6 -

the drop of the interest rates from the Chinese Central Bank was not sufficient to boost the industrial

activity.

Germany’s unemployment rate came at 6,3% in November, the lowest value since the country

reunification.

3rd In October, the performance of the retail sector improved in Portugal - 1% MoM and 3,6% YoY -

while it declined in the Eurozone and did not change in the European Union.

7th Venezuelan voters granted the coalition Mesa de la Unidad Democrática (MUD) – the former

opposition – a majority in the national assembly with 99 out of the 167 seats. MUD’s victory may

pave the way to reforms such as potential amnesty to political prisoners and a recall vote to remove

President Nicolás Maduro.

8th Brent crude price decreased below $40 for the first time in more than six years, mostly due to an

upsurge in the existing oil oversupply.

9th Time magazine named German Chancellor Angela Merkel its "Person of the Year," noting her as an

“indispensable player” in the European Union, particularly in the context of the refugee crisis and the

Eurozone turmoil.

10th The Portuguese Finance Minister Mário Centeno announced that a deficit of 2.7% is not achievable

and that additional measures are necessary to bring the 2015 deficit below 3%.

11th The Bank of Russia Board of Directors kept its key yearly interest rate at 11% due to the growing

inflation risks, as well as the cooling of the Russian economy.

16th Fitch Ratings cut Brazil’s sovereign-credit rating to junk status, citing the country’s political turmoil,

swelling budget deficit and a sharp recession.

Seven years after the most accommodative monetary policy in U.S. history, the Fed decided to raise

its target funds rate by 25 basis points. The new target will go from 0.25 percent to 0.5 percent.

19th The United Nations Security Council has unanimously approved a resolution aimed at establishing

peace in Syria, endorsing an international roadmap for a peace process in the war-torn country.

20th Spain's governing Popular Party won the most seats (123) in the general election but lost its majority

in parliament. The Socialists achieved 90 seats while the anti-austerity Podemos and the liberal

Ciudadanos won 69 and 40 seats, respectively.

The Portuguese government agreed to sell troubled bank Banif to Santander Totta, the local unit of

Spainish Santander, for €150 million. This decision involves heavy costs for the state and the

country's banks worth over €2.2 billion.

21st Even though employers and unions did not reach an agreement with the Portuguese government,

the minimum wage will raise to 530€ in January 2016.

23rd The Portuguese budget deficit went down to 3,6% of the GDP during the third trimester.

Portuguese family savings are now 4% of the disposable income, a new low record.

30th The Managing Director of the IMF predicted an uneven and disappointing growth in 2016. Also, the

medium-term perspectives are expected to be dark, according to the low productivity, aging

population and the global financial crisis, that is locking the economic growth.

The “red telephone” between the Popular Republic of China and Taiwan, territories that had a

sovereignty conflict since 1949, is now working to strengthen the ties between Beijing and Taipei.

31st In 2016 there are new policies to increase the disposable income among Portuguese families: there

will be an update on pensions up to 628,8€ and the amount of the Solidary Complement will rise to

5022€ per year.
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NEC Recommends
Articles and trends to watch

The Great Policy Divergence – Project Syndicate

Mohamed El-Erian does a very interesting analysis of

the upcoming policy divergence from the US Federal

Reserve and the European Central Bank, suggesting

that we “should be planning for a substantial rise in

financial and economic uncertainty”. Read more here.

Multiplier Evidence and Multiplier Denial – The New

York Times

This article draws empirical evidence on the

macroeconomic principle that states that fiscal

multipliers are large when monetary policy can’t offset

the effects of spending cuts, based on the 2008-2015

crisis in Europe.

Distributional consequences of asset price inflation

in the Eurozone - Voxeu

This article discusses the distributional effects

associated with the increase in asset prices during

periods of central banks’ unconventional monetary

policy. “The findings show that house price increases

lead to a significant decrease in net wealth inequality in

the Eurozone, whereas equity price increases lead to a

significant rise in inequality. Bond price growth leaves

net wealth inequality largely unchanged”. Read more

here.

The price of oil and the price of carbon - Voxeu

Given the sharp decline in oil, natural gas and coal

prices experienced during the last year, Rabah Arezki

and Maurice Obstfeld argue that action to restore

adequate price incentives is urgently needed, in order

to “lower the risk of irreversible and potentially

devastating effects of climate change”. One suggested

approach is through corrective carbon pricing. Read

more here.

Which Famous Economist: 2015 Edition – Chris

Said

Welcome to “Which Famous Economist Are You Most

Similar To,” a survey that uses data from the IGM

Economic Experts Panel to compare your views to

those of famous economists. Try it and find your

perfect match!

Why Can't Developing Countries Catch Up? –

Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

This article explains some of the low - and middle -

income traps that have caught many developing

nations and left them incapable of catching up to the

developed world in terms of per capita income levels.

The Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis discusses the

most prominent theories, concluding that “the general

theme underlying these theories is that there are

barriers to technology spillovers and frictions in

resource reallocation.”

On US interest rates – Project Syndicate

In this article several Project Syndicate’s commentators

examine the recent US monetary tightening from four

broad perspectives: the immediate and longer-term

outlook for US monetary policy, the approach of

gradualism, the winners and losers of this decision and

finally, which lessons can be learned from zero interest

rates. Read more here.

Working Paper: The Upward Redistribution of

Income: Are Rents the Story? – CEPR

Since 1980, the top 1% of households have seen their

income share double from 10 to 20%. This paper

argues that the majority of upward redistribution of

income comes from an increase in four forms of

economic rents: 1) patents and copyrights; 2) the

financial sector; 3) CEO and top executive pay, and; 4)

protectionist measures for highly educated

professionals. The proof of such an argument would

have significant implications, including that “there is

nothing intrinsic to capitalism that led to this rapid rise

in inequality.”

The Global Economy Confronts Four Geopolitical

Risks – Project Syndicate

Martin Feldstein lead us through his interesting ideas

for the major sources of risk ahead, to conclude that

the main longer-term risks are geopolitical, stemming

from Russia, China, the Middle East, and cyberspace.

Read more here.

Labour supply effects of winning a lottery – Voxeu

This article assess the effect of the size of the lottery

prize won on employment status and salaried earnings,

concluding that lottery prizes lead to a reduction of

working hours but not of the employment rate.
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Nigeria, the most populous African country, was born of

British national conquest, after the annexation of Lagos

in 1861 that started a series of seizures and sacking of

various kingdoms and empires in the hinterland, until

they were all annexed under British sovereignty in two

waves of annexation (1906 and 1914), emerging more

than two hundred groups of people with varying

religions, languages or ethnicities. In consequence, the

formation of the Nigerian state was not a product of

political bargaining or a process of historical evolution,

but a result of “colonial violence and metropolitan

arbitrariness” that sowed the seeds of social cleavages.

During the British colonization, three regions emerged

in Nigeria, each with a different economy. The west

dominated by the Yoruba ethnic group developed a

cocoa crash crop economy that traded with the foreign

market; the north dominated by the Hausa-Falami

group developed an economy based on groundnuts

and did not trade with the rest of the world; the east

dominated by the Ibo ethnic group was the region

under the most influence of the British, principally

through the instrument of trading firms1.

Source: politicalcartoons.com.

After more than a century of existence, Nigeria is still

characterized by its diversity of ethnic groups, widely

known as a country where social cleavages are

mutually reinforcing and self-generating, leading to

interregional enmity and violent conflicts.

Nigeria has been one of the most affected countries by

terrorism. Since the radicalization of the terrorist group

Boko Haram (trans. Western education is forbidden) in

2009 (a group that has its origins in the North, the

poorest region in Nigeria), a campaign of kidnaps,

bombing and drive-by shooting on diverse government

and civilian targets started. The group obtained

international media attention in April 2014, after

kidnapping nearly three hundred Chibok girls.

What legacies of Nigeria history can explain the causes

of terrorism? Some economic findings can be applied

in this case:

1. Economic deprivation arises terrorism2. When

economic deprivation prevails, terrorist

organizations have less costs in recruiting

followers or receiving funding from supporters;

also, the lack of non-violent economic activities

lowers the opportunity costs of violence.

2. Political and instable institutional order causes3.

Terrorist groups are less likely to be challenged by

instable governments and weak institutions that

were inherited from the colonial pasts4; also,

instable pasts, characterized by violence, gave

individuals a ‘violence’ education that they can

now use for terrorist campaigns.

3. Identity and cultural clash. The different ethnicities

led to a conflict between the different groups

within the country, with Boko Haram protesting

against discrimination and inequality in relation

with the richer southern groups of the country,

proclaiming their ideology superior to the other

groups.

“…a country where social cleavages are 

mutually reinforcing and self-generating, 

leading to interregional enmity and violent 

conflicts…”

If terrorism seems in Nigeria a horrifying way of

expressing the suffering, the frustrations and injustices,

it might not necessarily be what explains the

emergence of terrorism in other countries or why so

easily recruits those that do not share the same history.

The topic is too complex to get a clear answer.

Nevertheless, unveiling the causes of terrorism and

deriving sound policy advice is important because it is

costly to affected countries.
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Our brain has been shaped by evolution to be

remarkably efficient. We can identify the

precise position of a cup on a table using our

eyes, move towards it without falling, our arms

can reach for it without flinging it into the

ground and we can grab it without letting it fall

or smashing it altogether.

Still, this efficiency is questioned when we

consider how the brain actually decides, not

how it acts upon its decisions. Even in that

case, for routine decisions, our brain seems to

be able to arrive good enough answers most

the time, quickly, effortlessly and with limited

information. If that wasn’t the case, you

probably wouldn’t be reading this piece.

Nonetheless, more often than not the

processes used to arrive at these decisions

are wrong and predictably so.

“We are sense-making machines, 

adding new facts to a large framework 

of ideas, on which decisions will be 

based”.

We are sense-making machines, adding new

facts to a large framework of ideas, on which

decisions will be based. Our brain is constantly

interpreting reality, trying to glimpse patterns

and causal relationships from what it

perceives. More importantly, it does this even

in the presence of noise, where in actuality

there is no pattern to be identified, filling the

missing gaps if necessary.

“…we have a bias to find patterns and 

come up with causal interpretations of 

events…”

Two bold statements were introduced in the

previous paragraph. First, we have a bias to

find patterns and come up with causal

interpretations of events. Second, if nothing is

actually there, our brain will go beyond its bias

and construct something congruent with what

it already believes.

“…if nothing is actually there, our brain 

will go beyond its bias and construct 

something congruent with what it 

already believe”.

On one hand, one example showing the bias

for causal interpretations in action is frequency

matching. Show dots on the right side of a

screen with 70% probability and dots on the

left side with 30% probability. If you ask

subjects to guess where the next dots will

land, they will say the right side approximately

70% of the time and the left side approximately

30%. This will yield the correct answer 58% of

the time (0.7*0.7 + 0.3*0.3 = 0.58). Yet, if they

adopted the optimal strategy, always saying

right, they would be correct 70% of the time. In

addition, change the experiment slightly

whereas in the final guesses the subjects are

always right, and they will come up with

elaborate answers that try to explain a fixed

pattern according to which the dots are

changing sides, claiming to finally having

figured it out. This suggests that frequency

matching is occurring, precisely because

individuals are trying to figure out the pattern,

which would have to match the frequency of

the dots if it were correct.

On the other hand, a common way of

exemplifying how the brain might construct

reality is by mentioning the blind spot each of

our eyes have. Their inside walls are

completely covered with cells sensitive to light,

except in one region in the back where the

optic nerve starts. All in all, this would mean

that we should see a black spot in our sight

when we cover one of our eyes, but we don’t.

In fact, our brain guesses what should be in

that spot and, again, it is right most of the time

as we don’t even notice it doing it.

(continues on the next page)
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Caption: To see how your brain fills the gaps,

cover your right eye and fix your sight on the

cross. Then bring your head closer or farther to

the screen, whilst keeping our sight fixed, and

at some point the red dot will disappear from

your peripheral vision. Instead, you will see

only black stripes. This works for different

colors and shapes.

Another example of our brain constructing

reality is confabulation. Anosognosia, which

literally means lack of knowledge about a

disease, is a condition common after strokes

which lead to partial paralysis, in which

individuals do not know they are paralyzed. If

they are paralyzed in an arm and asked to

move it, they will come up with elaborate

reasons, why they cannot do so (e.g. having

arthritis), refusing to admit they are paralyzed

and genuinely believing what they are saying.

This phenomenon of coming up with false

stories or reasons for behavior (or lack thereof)

is known as confabulation. It is especially

common among children and patients who

suffered some brain lesion but also seen in

normal adults.

These two facts, that we are biased toward

causal explanations if there are none and that

our brain fills in the missing data, should serve

us as a reminder to be humble whenever we

come up with causal explanations, especially

when demanding more answers from data that

it can provide. This is particularly true in

economic analysis, as best exemplified by the

daily analysis of the stock market or by the

logical leaps in the arguments of many political

advocates. Sometimes we might be trying to

interpret randomness, so the best answer is

just “I don’t know”.

“…reminder to be humble whenever we 

come up with causal explanations...”

References:
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[3] Wolford, George, Michael B. Miller, and Michael Gazzaniga. "The left

hemisphere’s role in hypothesis formation." Journal of Neuroscience 20.6

(2000): 1-4.

[4] Gazzaniga, Michael S. The cognitive neurosciences. MIT press, 2004.
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Rafael Longo

NEC Member
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Thinking Clear about Productivity
NEC Articles

How many times have you completed an exercise to

find that optimal wages equal productivity? It is one of

the classical outcomes of our discipline, but that does

not make it any more accurate. Its intuition, however,

remains strong amongst low salary advocates. The

solution, they argue, is to work longer hours, in jobs

with less security and lower wages.

That has been the policy in charge not only during the

last 4 years in Portugal, Greece, and other bailed-out

economies but generally in the last 30 years. Portugal

has been a star student of this theory – the Portuguese

work some of the longest hours of all Europe, the

marginal Portuguese worker is among the most

precarious in Europe, and salaries are not high by any

standard.

However, the issue is clear – we have been the best at

learning the wrong lesson. At the heart of this problem

is how we define productivity. We calculate productivity

by dividing GDP by the number of hours worked, or by

the number of workers. This makes the measure

extremely contingent on the industries operating in your

territory. Countries with high-value industries will be

“more productive” not because its workers are more

hard working but by virtue of their capital allocation.

Source: anticap.worldpress.com, Wasserman, 2015.

For the most part, workers have, in fact, very little

choice over how much to produce. On a factory line,

they operate machines. They choose neither the

pace of these machines, nor the pace of the

production line. In retail, workers do not control

demand or opening hours. It is then clear that

external factors determine their contribution to GDP.

Moreover, where there is slack in the economy and

the possibility of having work paid on an hourly

basis, you can always maximize your “product” by

working slower. However, is that productivity?

What we do find in the evidence is that workers in

high-productivity countries tend to work fewer hours.

Whether this means that low-wages cause longer

working hours or that longer hours actually makes

you a less productive worker is an open question.

However, in both firm-level investigations and panel

data analysis across 20 countries, we observe that

low wage growth significantly hurts productivity

growth, and that “flexibility” does not keep you on

your feet – it keeps you unsettled and so deters

innovation.

“Countries with high-value industries will 

be “more productive” not because its 

workers are more hard working but by 

virtue of their capital allocation”.

One possible reply is that capital allocation towards

countries and sectors where people are most

productive is an optimal solution. After all, that is

what maximizes profit. However, once again we hit

the brick wall that separates theory from reality.

Because unlike our simple exercises, production

has many more factors than just labour and these

outweigh unit labour costs greatly. For examples,

estimates point out that labour represents only 20 to

30% of factor costs in Portugal. Naturally,

productivity is only one - perhaps small - part of

investors’ decisions. Beyond other factors costs,

there are costs to moving production, there is

patriotism in capital, and there is plain, old capital

misallocation.

We frequently hear that we need to become more

productive. We certainly do if we are to compete not

only with the rest of the world, but also with the

rising tide of automation. Yet it is clear that we have

neither a good measure of productivity, nor an

understanding of how to increase it.

Miguel Costa Matos

NEC Member
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Gary S. Becker was awarded the Economics

Nobel Prize in 1992 for his enormous

contribution on the field of economic

sociology and microeconomics, extending

the economic theory to aspects of human

behavior - sociology, demography and

criminology - only previously dealt by other

social sciences.

Gary was born in 1930 in Pottsville, Eastern

Pennsylvania, but by the time he was four,

he, his parents and his three siblings moved

to Brooklyn.

During Gary’s childhood, his father kept him

up with political and financial news, and after

his father lost most of his sight, Gary would

read him stock quotations and other reports

on financial developments. This may have

been a stimulus that lighted his interest in

economics.

But the true develop of Gary’s interest in

economics happened with an economics

course during his freshman year at

Princeton. Gary saw economics as the

match between his interest in mathematics

and his desire to do something useful for the

society.

After three years in Princeton, Gary moved

to Chicago University for a graduate work in

economics, where Milton Friedman’s course

on microeconomics, filled with insights into

economic theory with application to practical

questions, renewed Gary’s excitement about

economics. The course and contact with

Friedman had a profound effect on the

direction Gary’s research took.

After his third year in Chicago, Gary was

working as an Assistant Professor in the

University, but after three years he moved to

Columbia taking at the same time a place in

the National Bureau of Economic Research.

By this time, Gary was mainly focused on

human capital research as well as the labor

market, allocation of time and other subjects

in the front edge of research: “My work on

human capital began with an effort to

calculate both private and social rates of

return to men, women, blacks, and other

groups from investments in different levels of

education.”

In 1970, Gary returned to Chicago. His main

focus now was the research on family: birth

rates, family size, marriage, divorce, altruism

toward other members, investments by

parents in children, and long term changes

in what families do. His goal was not only to

understand the determinants of divorce or

family size, but also the effects of changes in

family composition and structure on

inequality and economic growth.

In 1985, Gary was also invited to write a

monthly column for the Business Week

Magazine.

For a long time, several leading economists

perceived his work as not being truly in the

field of economics, but it seems to have

been a shift in professional opinion - besides

from the economics Nobel Prize, Gary also

won the presidency of the American

Economic Association - Seidman award -,

and the first social science award of merits

from the National Institute of Health.

Source: magazine.uchicago.edu.
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Upcoming Events

Nova Economics Club Monthly Newsletter

Renovar o Modelo Competitivo em Portugal
6th January, 15h00

ISEG, Auditorium CGD (Quelhas Building)

Conference to analyze and provide answers to the challenges Portugal

needs to face to manage a long-term competitive strategy for the economy

and portuguese companies.

StartHealth@ULisboa
15th January to 20th February

ISEG

Competition with practical experience on a close to the real world

environment, where investors face the pressures and uncertainties of

setting up a StartUp. This edition will be about therapy, diagnosis, medical

devices and e-health.

Health Research with Stata
20th to 22nd January

ISEG

Course organized by Cemapre – Centro de Matemática Aplicada à

Previsão e Decisão Económica and by Timberlake

10

December 2015

http://aquila2.iseg.ulisboa.pt/aquila/publico/units/events.do;jsessionid=2D276C7C9ED9C46C011627198159AD63?method=viewEvent&unitID=102&announcementId=1131132&contentContextPath_PATH=/instituicao/ISEG/pagina-inicial&_request_checksum_=3d32b8548dcc75a854b1cbfcfe7d8476dd3127ad
http://aquila2.iseg.ulisboa.pt/aquila/publico/units/events.do;jsessionid=2D276C7C9ED9C46C011627198159AD63?method=viewEvent&unitID=102&announcementId=1123914&contentContextPath_PATH=/instituicao/ISEG/pagina-inicial&_request_checksum_=a0a860528df1dd6a9643420c479f24b450ae81d7
http://aquila2.iseg.ulisboa.pt/aquila/publico/units/events.do;jsessionid=2D276C7C9ED9C46C011627198159AD63?method=viewEvent&unitID=102&announcementId=1134134&contentContextPath_PATH=/instituicao/ISEG/pagina-inicial&_request_checksum_=a058999f2e4ac9b930947e8a92250c4bb0776763
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Portugal Month 2014 2015 Overview (2010 – 2015)

Indicator Unit SEP OCT NOV Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Min Max

GDP YoY, % - - - 0,6 1,6 1,6 1,4 -4,5 (2012/Q4) 2,5 (2010/Q2)

Unemployment Rate % 12,4 12,4 - 13,5 13,7 11,9 11,9 10,6 (2010/M1) 17,5 (2013/M1)

Employment Rate YoY, % 0,5 0,9 - 0,5 1,1 1,5 0,2 -5,0 (2013/Q1) 2,1 (2014/Q3)

Personal Saving Rate % of avg. income - - - 5,9 5,8 5,0 - 5,0 (2015/Q2) 10,6 (2010/Q1)

Exports YoY, % - - - 5,7 7,0 7,3 3,9 0 (2012/Q4) 10,3 (2010/Q1)

Imports YoY, % - - - 8,5 7,1 11,9 4,9 -12,4 (2011/Q4) 13,0 (2010/Q2)

Coverage Rate (Exp/Imp) % of imports - - - 97,7 96,1 94,7 95,5 76,5 (2010/Q2) 101,4 (2013/Q1)

Public Debt % GDP - - - 130,2 130,4 128,7 - 86,2 (2010/Q1) 132,8 (2014/Q1)

Consumer Confidence Index Long-term avg. = 100 101.4 101.3 101.1 101.2 101.4 101,3 101,4 96,6 (2012/M11) 101,4 (2015/M9)

Business Confidence Index Long-term avg. = 100 100,5 100,6 100,7 100,3 100,5 100,8 100,6 97,5 (2012/M10) 100,8 (2015/M4)

Economic Activity Indicator YoY, % 0,9 0,9 1,1 -0,2 0,3 0,9 0,9 -4,5 (2012/M1) 1,7 (2010/M5)

Industrial Production Index Avg. 2010 = 100 99,2 100,8 - 93,7 96,5 99,6 95,1 79,6 (2013/M8) 105,3 (2011/M3)

Consumer Price Index YoY, % 0,9 0,7 0,6 0 0 0,8 0,8 -0,7 (2014/M7) 4,0 (2011/M4)

Loans to Individuals YoY, % -2,7 -3,0 - -3,5 3,5 -3,3 -3,0 -4,3 (2013/M4) 4,1 (2012/M4)

Loans to Enterprises YoY,% -10,1 -10,1 - -9,5 -13,0 -11,1 10,0 -13,5 (2014/M12) 0,2 (2011/M4)

Private Consumption YoY, % - - - 2,0 2,5 3,2 2,3 -6,1 (2011/Q4) 3,4 (2010/Q2)

Public Consumption YoY, % - - - -1,3 -0,5 0,6 0,4 -3,9 (2011/Q3) 0,7 (2010/Q1)

Gross Fixed Capital Formation YoY, % - - - 2,8 8,8 5,1 - -19,3 (2012/Q2) 8,8 (2015/Q1)

Euro Area Month 2014 2015 Overview (2010 – 2015)

Indicator Unit SEP OCT NOV Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Min Max

GDP YoY, % - - - 0,4 0,5 0,4 0,3 -1,1 (2013/Q1) 2,9 (2011/Q1)

Consumer Confidence Index Long-term avg. = 100 100,8 100,7 100,9 100, 2 100, 9 100,1 100,8 97,7 (2012/M11) 101,2 (2015/M3)

Business Confidence Index Long-term avg. = 100 100,5 100,5 100,5 100,2 100,3 100,4 100,8 98,8 (2012/M10) 101,7 (2011/M2)

Public Debt % GDP - - - 92,7 92,7 92,2 - 80,0 (2010/Q1) 92,7 (2014/Q2)

Unemployment Rate % 10,8 10,7 - 11,5 11,2 11,1 11,0 9,9 (2011/M4) 12,1 (2013/M3)

Net Exports YoY, % - - - -0,4 -2,4 4,9 - -2,4 (2015/Q1) 222,8 (2010/Q1)

Consumer Price Index YoY -0,1 0,1 0,1 0,17 -0,33 0,17 0,07 -0,6 (2015/M1) 3,0 (2011/M9)

USA Month 2014 2015 Overview (2010 – 2015)

Indicator Unit SEP OCT NOV Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Min Max

GDP YoY, % - - - 2,5 2,9 2,7 2,0 -1,5  (2011/Q1) 4,6 (2014/Q2)

Consumer Confidence Index Long-term avg. = 100 100,2 100,3 100,5 100,4 101,1 100,9 100,5 96,8 (2011/M9) 101,1 (2015/M2)

Business Confidence Index Long-term avg. = 100 99,5 99,3 99,1 100,8 100,7 99,9 99,6 99,4 (2015/M9) 101,7 (2015/M2)

Public Debt % GDP - - - 103,0 102,8 101,3 - 87,0 (2010/Q1) 103,6 (2014/Q1)

Unemployment Rate % 5,1 5 5 5,7 5,6 5,4 5,2 5,0 (2015/M10) 9,9 (2010/M4)

Net Exports YoY, % 3,3 - - 9,6 4,3 -3,2 2,8 -25,3 (2013/M4) 76,6 (2010/M6)

Consumer Price Index YoY, % 0 0,2 0,5 1,2 -0,1 0 0,1 -0,1 (2015/M1) 3,9 (2011/M9)

China Month 2014 2015 Overview (2010 – 2015)

Indicator Unit SEP OCT NOV Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Min Max

GDP YoY, % - - - 7.3 7,0 7,0 6.9 6,9 (2015/Q3) 9,7 (2011/Q3)

Consumer Confidence Index Long-term avg. = 100 100,4 100,4 100,5 97,7 98,1 99,2 100,6 94,7 (2013/M7) 99,4 (2010/M6)

Business Confidence Index Long-term avg. = 100 98,6 98,5 98,5 99.3 98.9 98.6 98.7 98,5 (2012/M9) 101,3 (2010/M1)

Unemployment Rate % - - - 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.0 4 (2015/Q3) 4,1 (2015/Q4)

Net Exports % GDP - - - 6.2 1.6 7.6 7.2 1,0 (2014/Q1) 4,1 (2014/Q3)

Consumer Price Index YoY, % 1,6 1,3 1,5 1.5 1.2 1.4 1.7 0,8 (2015/M1) 6,5 (2011/M7)
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Currency Pairs Month 2015 Overview (2010 – 2015)

Pair (Spot) Unit OCT NOV DEZ Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Min Max

EUR/USD Close price 1,100 1,057 1,086 11,2% 3,65% 0,35% 2,82% 1,046 (2015/M3) 1,494 (2011/M5)

EUR/GBP Close price 0,713 0,702 0,736 6,78% 1,99% 4,09% 0,37% 0,694 (2015/M7) 0,908 (2011/M7)

EUR/JPY Close price 132,8 130,2 130,6 11,0% 5,77% 1,75% 2,47% 94,11 (2012/M7) 149,8 (2014/M12)

EUR/CHF Close price 1,087 1,088 1,087 13,2% 0,18% 4,43% 0,15% 0,843 (2015/M1) 1,489 (2010/M1)

EUR/AUD Close price 1,542 1,462 1,487 4,8% 2,62% 10,1% 6,71% 1,160 (2012/M8) 1,659 (2015/M8)

USD/JPY Close price 120,6 123,2 120,3 0,22% 2,03% 2,07% 0,35% 75,57 (2011/M10) 125,9 (2015/M6)

USD/CAD Close price 1,308 1,335 1,386 9,18% 1,63% 6,72% 4,09% 0,941 (2011/M7) 1,386 (2015/M12)

GBP/USD Close price 1,543 1,506 1,474 4,78% 5,77% 3,60% 2,47% 1,423 (2010/M5) 1,719 (2014/M7)

AUD/USD Close price 0,714 0,723 0,730 6,82% 1,01% 8,89% 4,09% 0,691 (2015/M9) 1,108 (2011/M7)

Commodities Month 2015 Overview (2010 – 2015)

Future 03/16 Unit OCT NOV DEC Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Min Max

Brent Oil USD p. barrel, close 49,6 44,6 37,3 7,5% 10,2% 25,6% 23,6% 35,9 (2015/M12) 126,6 (2014/M6)

Natural Gas USD p. MMBtu, close 2,32 2,23 2,34 7,4% 3,3% 12,0% 16,9% 1,74 (2015/M12) 8,97 (2010/M1)

Aluminum USD p. ton, close 1453 1444 1506 2,5% 7,2% 4,9% 4,5% 1444 (2015/M11) 2764 (2011/M4)

Copper USD p. lb., close 2,32 2,05 2,13 2,2% 4,4% 10,5% 9,0% 2,00 (2015/M11) 4,71 (2011/M2)

Nickel USD p. ton, close 10042 8871 8788 18,2% 3,3% 13,1% 15,3% 8788 (2015/M12) 28977 (2011/M2)

Zinc USD p. ton, close 1695 1552 1600 4,4% 3,9% 15,6% 4,8% 1552 (2015/M11) 2499 (2011/M2)

Gold USD p. ounce, close 1141 1065 1060 0,2% 1,0% 4,9% 4,9% 1045 (2015/M12) 1953 (2011/M9)

Silver USD p. ounce, close 15,6 14,1 13,8 6,1% 6,6% 6,9% 4,9% 13,6 (2015/M8) 50,9 (2011/M4)

Platinum USD p. ounce, close 989 833 893 5,2% 5,6% 15,8% 1,8% 827 (2015/M11) 1938 (2011/M8)

Wheat USD p. bushel, close 522 476 470 12,5% 19,7% 17,3% 8,3% 463 (2015/M9) 1132 (2010/M8)

Indices Month 2015 Overview (2010 – 2015)

Index Unit OCT NOV DEZ Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Min Max

S&P500 Quote (close) 2079 2080 2044 0,4% 0,2% 6,9% 6,45% 1011 (2010/M7) 2135 (2015/M5)

NASDAQ Comp. Quote (close) 5054 5109 5007 3,5% 1,8% 7,4% 8,38% 2061 (2010/M7) 5232 (2015/M7)

Russel 2000 Quote (close) 1158 1196 1132 4,5% 0,6% 11,9% 3,72% 520 (2010/M2) 1286 (2015/M6)

DAX 30 Quote (close) 10850 11382 10743 21,7% 8,5% 11,7% 11,2% 4966 (2011/M9) 12391 (2015/M4)

FTSE 100 Quote (close) 6361 6396 6249 3,0% 3,7% 7,0% 3,08% 4790 (2010/M7) 7123 (2015/M4)

Euro Stoxx 50 Quote (close) 3418 3480 3268 17,5% 7,4% 9,5% 5,38% 1936 (2011/M9) 3836 (2015/M4)

PSI-20 Quote (close) 5469 5350 5313 24,4% 7,0% 9,1% 5,27% 4372 (2012/M6) 8878 (2010/M1)

Nikkei 225 Quote (close) 19083 20012 19034 10,1% 5,4% 14,1% 9,46% 8136 (2011/M11) 20953 (2015/M6)

S&P Asia 50 Quote (close) 3444 3315 3276 5,6% 1,2% 18,3% 4,55% 2656 (2011/M10) 4183 (2015/M4)

Government Bonds Month 2015 Overview (2010 – 2015)

Bond Unit OCT NOV DEC Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Min Max

Portugal 2-Year Gov. Bond Yield (close), ∆ bps 0,35 0,16 0,11 38 bps 4 bps 1 bps 21 bps -0,01 (2015/M6) 21,7 (2012/M1)

Portugal 10-Year Gov. Bond Yield (close), ∆ bps 2,54 2,32 2,54 93 bps 128 bps 58 bps 14 bps 1,51 (2015/M3) 16,5 (2012/M1)

Germany 2-Year Gov. Bond Yield (close), ∆ bps -0,31 -0,41 -0,34 14 bps 2 bps 2 bps 9 bps -0,45 (2015/M12) 1,96 (2011/M5)

Germany 10-Year Gov. Bond Yield (close), ∆ bps 0,52 0,47 0,63 36 bps 58 bps 18 bps 4 bps 0,05 (2015/M4) 3,51 (2011/M4)

US 2-Year Gov. Bond Yield (close), ∆ bps 0,73 0,93 1,05 15 bps 8 bps 2 bps 41 bps 0,15 (2011/M9) 1,18 (2010/M4)

US 10-Year Gov. Bond Yield (close), ∆ bps 2,15 2,21 2,27 27 bps 42 bps 34 bps 23 bps 1,38 (2012/M7) 4,01 (2010/M4)
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Interbank Lending Market Month 2014 2015 Overview (2010 – 2015)

Rate Unit SEP OCT NOV Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Min Max

EURIBOR 3-month Rate (close), ∆ bps -0,04 -0,05 -0,09 0 bps 4 bps 2 bps 2 bps -0,09 (2015/M11) 1,60 (2011/M7)

EURIBOR 6-month Rate (close), ∆ bps 0,03 0,02 -0,01 1 bps 5 bps 2 bps 1 bps -0,01 (2015/M11) 1,82 (2011/M7)

LIBOR 3-month Rate (close), ∆ bps 0,32 0,33 0,42 2 bps 1 bps 1 bps 4 bps 0,22 (2014/M4) 0,58 (2011/M12)

LIBOR 6-month Rate (close), ∆ bps 0,53 0,55 0,66 3 bps 4 bps 4 bps 9 bps 0,32 (2014/M5) 0,81 (2011/M12)

Eonia Rate (close), ∆ bps -0,122 -0,129 -0,127 5 bps 9 bps 11 bps 6 bps -0,13 (2015/M10) 1,71 (2011/M6)


